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Abstract—An ultralow power analog CMOS chip and a sil-
icon based microelectrode array have been fully integrated to
a microminiaturized “neuroport” for brain implantable neu-
roengineering applications. The CMOS integrated circuit (IC)
includes preamplifier and multiplexing circuitry, and a hybrid
flip-chip bonding technique was developed to fabricate a func-
tional, encapsulated microminiaturized neuroprobe device. Our
neuroport has been evaluated using various methods, including
pseudospike detection and local excitation measurement, and
showed suitable characteristics for recording neural activities. As
a proof-of-concept demonstration, we have measured local field
potentials from thalamocortical brain slices of rats, suggesting
that the new neuroport can form a prime platform for the devel-
opment of a microminiaturized neural interface to the brain in
a single implantable unit. An alternative power delivery scheme
using photovoltaic power converter, and an encapsulation strategy
for chronic implantation are also discussed.

Index Terms—Brain–computer interface (BCI), integrated
neural probe array, low-noise preamplifier, neuroprosthesis.

I. INTRODUCTION

AMONG the several different approaches to intracortical
sensors in the form of microelectrode arrays, a silicon-

based monolithic unit with up to 100 Pt/PtSi coated electrodes
has been particularly successful in sampling the neural activity
in the MI region [1]. Chronically implanted, this multielectrode
arrangement allows the long term ( 1 year) exploration of a
significant amount of motor cortex space so that, in conjunction
with newly developed decoding techniques using probabilistic
analysis [2], good correlation has been achieved for the arm
movement of a monkey between the signals recorded directly
from the brain (“thought-for-action”) and the real physical ac-
tion by the animal [3]. First human trials are now under way
[4]. However, such multielectrode sensors, whether silicon or
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microwire based, presently require cumbersome, complex ca-
bling arrangements and tether the subject to a fixed location.

While a number of efforts are underway to compact the
sensing instrumentation associated with the development of
a real-time brain–machine interface [5], here, we show first
steps of a successful integration and operation of a chipscale
unit that integrates a silicon-based multielectrode array with
an ultralow power, high-performance silicon micro-electronic
integrated circuit. The CMOS integrated circuit contains an
array of sixteen low-noise preamplifiers with on-board multi-
plexing and an output buffer amplifier that enable a significant
reduction in the amount of wiring which is required to extract
the neural signals from the implanted recording unit for subse-
quent processing and analysis. The amplifier array is bonded
directly to a silicon electrode array and then is wire-bonded
to a seven-wire interface and encapsulated with silicone. We
believe that our hybrid unit represents a first of its kind and,
more importantly, view this accomplishment as a prime plat-
form for the development of a next level of microminiaturized
“neuroports” where eventually all required electronics will be
part of a single brain-implantable unit. We note that earlier
successful effort to integrate amplifiers with a sensor probe by
Wise and collaborators [6]. This work is based on silicon blade
electrodes with side contacts built using anisotropic etching
and with the CMOS circuitry at one end of the assembly. Our
geometry offers a number of advantages both for implantation
and the critical considerations for ultra-low power operation.

II. CMOS INTEGRATED PREAMPLIFIER ARRAY WITH

INTEGRAL MULTIPLEXING

In a CMOS amplifier, one can show that the input-referred
thermal noise and power dissipation are inversely related such
that the product of noise voltage squared times the power should
be constant for a given circuit topology. The best reported value
of this quality factor is for a circuit presented by Harrison [7]
although it was not designed for the integration of a microelec-
trode array and had some dc baseline drift. Recently, Mojarradi
et al. [8] presented a design that, like our system, is aimed at
eventual integration to a set of electrodes. More recently, ef-
forts at Duke University have been presented by Obeid, et al.
[9] for integrated circuits to make very small and efficient hy-
brid head stage systems by incorporating all amplification and
filtering operations for 16 channels into single chips. Because of
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Fig. 1. Bode plot of the response of one channel of the amplifier IC.

high power dissipation, these circuits seem unlikely candidates
for implantation.

In the overall architecture of our CMOS amplifier array, the
preamplifiers each possess an input bonding pad within its own
area of the integrated circuit. We have built our prototypes for a
4 4 microelectrode array (1.6 1.6 mm), but all designs and
fabrication are compatible with the presently standard full 10

10 arrays, and beyond. The amplifier array pitch of 400 m
exactly matches that of the array of extracellular electrodes so
that bonding each input pad to its corresponding electrode can
be done by epoxy ball bonding, as outlined in Section III. Each
amplifier also has a CMOS transmission gate switch attaching
its output to a column line under control of a row select line.
Amplifier outputs are routed to the output buffer amplifier by
row and column selection implemented with a digital row de-
coder and an analog column multiplexer also based on CMOS
switches. A total of only seven wires is needed as the interface
to the chip, including four source select lines, output, power, and
ground. The circuit was fabricated on a 2.2 2.2 mm chip in
the AMIS 1.5 m process. A detailed design and performance
characteristics of the integrated circuit would be found in the
previous publication by the authors [10].

Our design choices were most heavily constrained by power
considerations, which suggested the need to be as near to
50 W per amplifier as practical so that a scaled-up version
would present acceptable thermal loading of the tissue in
contact with it (our worst-case thermal model showed about
1 C temperature rise at the center contact point of a 10 10
channel device). Fig. 1 and Table I summarize the principal
performance parameters of the final design.

III. PHYSICAL INTEGRATION OF THE MULTIELECTRODE ARRAY

WITH CMOS CHIP: A HYBRID NEUROPROBE

We have chosen to use a flip-chip integration strategy based
on a carefully chosen conductive epoxy for the the electrical in-
terface between the electrode array and the CMOS chip. This ap-
proach has two advantages: first it limits the stresses of pressure
and temperature on the base of the electrode array and second, it
eliminates the stress that soldering or ultrasonic bonding would

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF THE AMPLIFIER IC

place on the double polysilicon input capacitor structure of the
chip, increasing its reliability. Conductive silver epoxy (Epotek
Model H20E-PFC) is applied to the pads 80 80 m of
the CMOS chip by a pin stamping technique so that approxi-
mately 150- m diameter and 50– m high epoxy dots are de-
posited with 20 m placement precision. The 16-element mi-
croelectrode arrays were bonded to the CMOS chip by using a
high-accuracy, manual flip chip and die bonder. Key steps in the
process require that the electrode set is first placed on a glass
podium, the height of which ultimately fixes the deformation
and finished height of the epoxy posts that connect the elec-
trodes to the amplifiers.

We used a placement guide made from GaAs plates to hold
and align the microelectrode array. The fixture was transferred
to the flip chip bonder where its gold base pads are aligned
with the pin-stamped epoxy dots on the amplifier IC chip. The
two parts were put together slowly to a final bonding pressure.
Finally, the epoxy was thermally cured. For test purposes,
we attached the hybrid neuroprobe by conductive epoxy to a
0.25-mm-thick alumina support plate with patterned thin film
gold wiring to connect it to the rest of the system electronics
and optoelectronics. The detail of the assembly procedure
were schematically illustrated in [10]. We emphasize that the
integration approach is fully scalable to large microelectrode
arrays (100 recording channels and beyond) and that the
choice of a 16-channel system was made for test development
purposes only. Fig. 2 shows a photographic view of the hybrid
integrated unit prior to and after the silicone encapsulation.

The integated encapsulated assembly, supported mechani-
cally by the alumina plate, was subsequently mounted to a thin
aluminun rod attached to a micromanipulator that enabled posi-
tioning and inserting our neuroprobe in a laboratory test system.
The system was designed both to test the hybrid neuroprobe
and to exercise a signal extraction, processing, and transmission
system which included a low power analog-to-digital converter
(40 ksps per channel at 12-b) controlled by a complex pro-
grammable logic device (CPLD)-based programmable timing
circuit. The ADC output drives a fiber-optic transmitter that
couples the serial data stream (15.36 Mb/s) to a photoreceiver,
the output of which goes into a personal computer (PC) through
a National Instruments (Model PCI-6533) high-speed digital IO
board for data storage, display and processing. The optical links
are suitable eventually for very high speed data transmission
without electromagnetic interference ( 10 Gb/s) and offer sig-
nificant advantages for compatibility with biological systems
both through material compatibility and through minimizing
sites for infection or inflammation.
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Fig. 2. Electrode and amplifier assembly (a) prior to and (b) after silicone
encapsulation.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE HYBRID NEUROPROBE

The integrated neuroprobe was evaluated by several methods.
First, it was characterized by immersing its probe electrodes
into a standard ACSF, a physiological saline solution with re-
sistivity of a few hundred cm. An AgCl coated silver elec-
trode was also immersed in the saline bath a few centimeters
away from the probe set to act as the reference electrode. By ap-
plying a periodic pseudospike signal from an arbitrary function
generator (Agilent Model 33 120A) through this reference elec-
trode, we could test all the silicon microelectrode probes simul-
taneously. Typical spike parameters, 2-ms-long bipolar signal
with peak-to-peak amplitudes ranging 100–500 V, were used
to simulate neural signals. An example of these results is shown
in Fig. 3, which shows the system output voltage recorded at
the PC for three different levels of excitation. This result clearly
indicates that our integrated neuroprobe is indeed suitable for
recording neural activities such as action potentials. As a cross-
comparison, we applied the same test scheme to a Cerebus128
system, a commercial product of Cyberkinetics, Inc., with a
10 10 microelectrode array. The Cerebus128 system showed
comparable performance to our fully implantable neuroprobe,
with slightly better signal-to-noise ratio.

To further evaluate the functionality of individual channels,
we introduced a local excitation method, where the pseudospike
signal is localized by a micromanipulator controlled, 100- m
-thick teflon coated Pt-Ir wire excitation electrode. Only about
50 m at the tip of a wire was exposed to the saline solution,
and the exposed part of the wire was placed near m

Fig. 3. Amplifier output for the pseudospike excitation in ACSF solution,
showing detection capability of the hybrid neuroport. Raw data with various
amplitude pseudospike suggests the system detection limit below 100 �V.

one of the elctrodes. An AgCl coated silver electrode was used
as a ground reference, located at a few centimeters away from
the probe. A pseudospike signal is applied between the Pt-Ir ex-
citation electrode and the silver reference electrode, and the po-
tential decay profile is detected by a multielectrode array. Fig. 4
shows (a) a schematic of the experiment, and (b) an example of
such a potential profile detected by our 4 4 multichannel hy-
brid neuroprobe.

Assuming a potential is applied to a small metallic sphere in
homogeneous medium with resistivity , a simple electromag-
netic model predicts the potential drops inversely proportional
to , distance from the source of excitation. If the medium is
saline solution, one should also consider a formation of electric
dipole layer at the interface of metal sphere and the electrolyte
solution, which forms simply a capacitor. If time-varying po-
tential applied to the sphere with frequency about 1 kHz, one
would expect an attenuation and differentation of the potential,
since the resistance of small sphere and a dipole capacitor would
act as a high-pass RC filter at the sphere, with cut-off frequency
well above the signal frequency in usual saline concentration.
In this experiment, we have used diluted (1:10 with DI water)
ACSF to alleviate such an issue.

As seen in Fig. 4(b), the result was in a good agreement with
the theory, and clearly demonstrates local probing capability of
the neuroprobe. In actual brain environment, the neuronal signal
would be even more localized than this simple saline case due
to inhomogeneity in resistivity of closely packed glial cells with
higher conductivity near the electrodes caused by local rupture
of the glial cells [11].

In a second set of proof-of-concept experiments, we em-
ployed the multielectrode integrated neuroprobe in in vitro
experiments on thalamocortical brain slices from rats. With the
bath application of picrotoxin, we induced spontaneous neural
activity in the brain slices, whose telltale signature of local field
potential activity is shown in Fig. 5, recorded from one typical
electrode. Rhythmic oscillatory field potentials were measured
with a signal amplitude approximately 0.5 mV and the period
of the neural activity in the range of 80–120 ms, which is
consistent with the result recorded by conventional laboratory
systems using an ACSF-filled glass pipette electrode. These
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Fig. 4. (a) Schematic of experimental setup (left), and a diagram illustrating
a simple electromagnetic theory (right). (b) Potential profile detected by 4 � 4
multielectrode array in hybrid neuroprobe. An excitation electrode was brought
near (� 20 �m) the tip of an electrode connected to Channel 1 (indicated by
an arrow, located upper left corner of 4 � 4 multielectrode array when viewed
from the top). Each graph was averaged over 50 spikes to reduce noise, and the
window of each plot corresponds to 0.2 V � 20 ms.

in vitro results thereby suggest that the hybrid neuroprobe
assembly with our particular integration strategy offers a
performance comparable to that of the present conventional
laboratory neural recording systems.

Finally, the hybrid neuroport was acute implanted in primary
motor cortex (MI) of macaca mulatta monkeys in vivo under
anasthesia. The results of these experiments are under detailed
analysis and will be published elsewhere.

V. INTEGRATION OF OPTOELECTRONICS: PHOTOVOLTAIC

ENERGY CONVERTER

The choice of electrical power sources and the delivery
of energy to implanted biomedical devices that encapsulate
active electronic components is a perennial and major issue.
Energizing these devices inductively through the skull is one
viable option although it may be difficult, given the power,
electromagnetic interference, and heating issues. Here, we con-
sider an alternative concept, namely a microscale photovoltaic
energy converter that can be integrated onto an implantable
neuroport, for example, and which is supplied optical energy by
an optical fiber that can be threaded from the abdominal cavity

Fig. 5. Typical recording of the oscillatory local field potential response in a
thalamocortical brain slice of a rat induced by bath application of picrotoxin.

to the microchip location in the brain. Such a power delivery
scheme would be particularly advantageous when a fiber optic
cable is already used as broadband neural data transmission
link as mentioned in the earlier section.

Our photovoltaic energy converter is based on GaAs/AlGaAs
semiconductor p-n-junctions. A 3- m-thick unintention-
ally doped GaAs layer sandwiched by Al Ga As p-n
junction was grown on semi-insulating GaAs substrate by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). To facilitate lateral current
flow, we used a thin GaAs Al Ga As (20/150 nm,

cm cm ) and a thick -GaAs
(0.45 m, cm ) current spreading layers on n
(window) and p (substrate) sides, respectively. As shown in the
Fig. 6(a), the device consists of three laterally segmented and
serially connected GaAs photocells fabricated by standard mi-
croelectronic fabrication process, to generate the requisite total
voltage level ( 3 V). The overall optical-to-electrical power
conversion efficiency of a completely packaged device was rea-
sonably high about 20%, considering our device has relatively
large inactive area for etched segmentation channel without
antireflection coating on the window. Also, no particular effort
has been made for optimizing coupling of light from multimode
fiber to the device. While we expect that significant further
improvement (power conversion efficiency well above 50%) is
possible, the present device shows a useful proof-of-concept
demonstration and is being incorporated into our own mi-
croscale integrated neuroport devices as point-to-point sources
of energy delivery.

Fig. 6 shows our integrated neuroport powered by a photo-
voltaic energy converter described above. An 850-nm laser
diode and a multimode fiber link were used to provide optical
power to the energy converter, which delivers electrical power
to the power terminal of our neuroport device. The optically
powered neuroport was evaluated with a test scheme described
in the Section III, where a sinusoidal input signal was applied
in saline solution instead of pseudospike signal. Although an
ultimate system would have no electrical connection between
the neuroprobe and support electronics, the metallic wire con-
nection in the serial data link still exists in this demonstration
system. As a comparison, the same device was electrically
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Fig. 6. (a) Typical current-voltage characteristics of the photovoltaic device
under various illuminations. Inset: a scanning electron microscope image of a
fully fabricated energy coverter device with total active diameter of 62.5 �m.
Etched channels seperating each segments are clearly visible. (b) An optically
powered neuroprobe showing identical characteristics to the one powered by
a conventional electrical power supply. The dc levels are shifted for clarity.
Optical power required to operate the device (IC chip) was approximately 7 mW.

powered and evaluated with the same test setup, and the char-
acteristics of the neuroports in the two different power delivery
schemes were essentially identical, as shown in Fig. 6(b).

VI. ENCAPSULATION AND DEVICE RELIABILITY

Isolating active electronics from exposure to body fluids
and the body from potentially harmful materials remains a
critical issue in the implementation of chronic neural pros-
thetics. Neural prosthetics presents unique problems. When
designing implants, one likes to exploit the thickness of bar-
rier layers—the thicker the layer, the less likely it is to fail.
Unlike other implants, the space into which the device must
fit it is limited and the distance between the probe tip and the
electronic circuitry is typically less than a few millimeters.
These constraints demand a careful choice of materials and
strict attention to the processing. The hybrid neuroprobe de-
scribed earlier is an assembly of active and passive components
attached to an alumina substrate. Donaldson [12] and Edell
[13] have independently suggested/concluded that silicone
elastomers are the most viable encapsulant currently available
when convenience, compatibility, and ease of processing are
factored into the selection.

Fig. 7. Representative data from encapsulation current leakage tests (reference
electrode driven, guard ring at ground). Inset: an alumina substrate with gold
conductors encapsulated in silicone in 0.9% saline solution. The other wire is a
platinum reference electrode.

Fig. 8. Typical life test data for a silicone (NuSil 2188) encapsulated assembly.
Life tests monitor the output of a device immersed in 0.9% saline solution at
room temperature. Steps in the data are due to light sensitivity.

The two short term failure mechanisms are pinholes in
the coating and voids at electrically active surfaces. Pinholes
allow direct communication of fluid to sensitive electronics
producing immediate failure. These can usually be avoided
by casting (rather than dipping or brushing) the encapsulant.
Silicone passes water vapor which can condense in voids in
the material. If there are voids coincident with conductors
failure will occur, although not as rapidly as with pinholes. To
avoid these problems it is essential that the surfaces are free
from contaminates and that the preparation and curing of the
elastomer proceed with great care.

In order to evaluate both materials and processes for chronic
neural implants, we have developed a test system that allows
fairly rapid discrimination of suitable solutions. The connec-
tions in the circuit are flexible allowing a variety of paths for
current flow. Fig. 7 shows a one type of test sample, an alu-
mina substrate with two gold conductors. This specimen allows
measurement of leakage current across the alumina and through
the silicone encapsulant. The current test protocol steps a drive
voltage from 5 to V in 1-V increments. The voltage is
held for several readings and a corresponding current time plot is
shown in Fig. 4 for a representative recent test in our laboratory.
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We have also tested the long term reliability of an actual hy-
brid neuroprobe under continuous operation, immersed in 0.9%
saline solution. We monitored the DC output level, which has a
good correlation with the functionality of a device due to high
sensitivity of bias stabilization circuitry to any leakage current.
Fig. 8 shows a typical life test data for 40 days of operation in
saline solution. The stable dc output indicates that the device has
not been degraded. In order to verify the stability in dynamic pa-
rameters of amplifiers, the device was fully characterized after
70 days of continuous operation in saline solution, and no no-
ticeable change in device parameters was found. We are cur-
rently testing devices in saline solution at an elevated tempera-
ture (up to 50 C) to accelerate failure mechanisms.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described our recent progress in the
development of a functional implantable “neuroport,” where a
very low power/low noise CMOS preamplifier and integral mul-
tiplexer chip have been integrated to a silicon-based microelec-
trode neural probe array. We have evaluated the performance
of the fully packaged and encapsulated hybrid unit by several
testbed methods, and showed its capability of detecting neural
activities such as action potentials. In vitro experiments using rat
brain slices and ongoing in vivo testing in (acute) anesthetized
monkeys suggest practical prospects of employing the neuro-
port in practical neural recording applications where portability
of equipment is important. Current work aims to add further mi-
croelectronic processing power to the chipscale integrated unit,
including low power analog-to-digital conversion.

Our integrated device can be readily scaled to larger mi-
croelectrode arrays (100 elements and beyond) without a
significant thermal load in a brain tissue environment. In this
case, the anticipated high digital signal data rates call for
critical evaluation of the choice for telemetry that can supply
the necessary broad bandwidth for data transmission, and
pose compatibility demands for the stringent physiological
constraints within the skull of test animals, and eventually of
human subjects. Integration of an optoelectronic data link to the
neuroport could be an attractive solution, where a fiber optics
is employed both for broadband neural signal transmission and
remote power delivery.
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